Introduction
Media space, media culture, and other media channels have long been the subject of a wide range of sciences. In the context of In order to achieve this goal, one should first of all study the works of modern scholars, who have once raised this issue and given special priority to cultural meanings of aesthetic media space. A special technique that we believe deserves special attention is the modern way of aesthetic media space in the form of both destruction and creation of cultural meanings that directly indicate fast fame and recognition for someone who does not agree to "waste" time on professional development and is ready to make several steps to overcome the distance between being unknown and being hyped for their creativity on various TV channels and websites. This glory is both instantly proclaiming and promptly lost.
Тheoretical framework
However, the latter remains behind the scenes in the media space.
The Ukrainian media culture, in our opinion, can give many examples of this strategy, including TV projects such as "X-Factor", "Everybody Dance", "Ukraine's Got Talent", and so on. The purpose of these programs is articulated as the search for talents. However, we believe that this In general we can say that the production is inextricably text included in the "beyond-text reality" and "symbolic space" (Mikitinets, p.
42).
Referring Virtual reality is no longer a feature of the real and the imaginary, because, being a virtual reality affects both aesthetically and in valuesemantic dimensions.
It should also be noted that the axiological characteristics of cultural meanings are signs of transformation. The value system of higher goals, ideals realized in a culture is destroyed.
They offered to replace and axiological trend that can be called, the value of freedom and choice.
However, it is this value system is eliminated, as in the forms of new cultural meanings, mechanism becomes manipulative media culture. We believe that the value of freedom, the right to choose the immensity of information -values is an illusion media space, which are actually determined manipulative strategies of mass communication. 
